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Thanks to the generosity of our sponsor, Recorded Books, all 302 reviews in this issue of Booklist Online Exclusives are available to subscribers as well as nonsubscribers. Read on and enjoy!

FROM THE BOOKLIST READER

**Bad Luck and Trouble: Talking with Helene Stapinski about MURDER IN MATERA**

Was Helene Stapinski’s great-grandmother a killer? In her latest book, Murder in Matera, a hybrid true crime story, memoir, and travelogue, the author endeavors to find out.  

**The Oral History Podcast, Episode 21: Young Adult or Literary Fiction? Who Decides?**

In this episode of The Oral History Podcast, we ask why some books about teenagers are labeled "YA," while others are marketed as "literary fiction."  

SPONSORED CONTENT
Every June, the APA carries out a campaign to increase awareness and enthusiasm for audiobooks. With a long list of benefits, it’s no surprise that the popularity of audiobooks has skyrocketed.

Audiobooks not only make long drives fly by for commuters, but they are a multitasker’s dream. You can enjoy books while cleaning the house, cooking dinner, or working out at the gym. With a format that’s proven to help students become better readers and listeners, audiobooks are also a favorite among parents and teachers. But even more, audiobooks are simply fun.

Audiobooks bring print books to life with music, sound effects, and the voices of favorite characters. And sometimes listeners just want to close their eyes and let someone do the reading for them! With benefits as diverse as the listeners who enjoy them, audiobooks truly offer something for everyone.

Read more →

**BOOKLIST ONLINE EXCLUSIVE REVIEWS**

**Adult — Nonfiction**

**Journalism & Publishing**

*Gutenberg's Fingerprint: Paper, Pixels and the Lasting Impression of Books*, by Merilyn Simonds

**Philosophy & Psychology**

*Life Reset: The Awareness Integration Path to Create the Life You Want*, by Foojan Zeine

**⭐ Option B: Facing Adversity, Building Resilience, and Finding Joy**

By Sheryl Sandberg and Adam Grant

"Sandberg and Grant explore how we deal with adversity, but perhaps more important, they discuss how we can be fiercely resilient in the face of tragedy." read more→
Religion

*Yawn: Adventures in Boredom*, by Mary Mann

*Encyclopedia of Christianity in the United States*, by George Thomas Kurian and Mark A. Lamport

*The First Love Story: Adam, Eve, and Us*, by Bruce Feiler

*Material Girl, Mystical World: The Now Age Guide to a High-Vibe Life*, by Ruby Warrington

*Mrs. Luther and Her Sisters: Women in the Reformation*, by Derek Wilson


Social Sciences

*The Broken Ladder: How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die*

By Keith Payne

"This book is an engaging interdisciplinary blend of psychology, sociology, and economics that will also appeal to avid readers of politics."

*read more→*
A Dog Called Hope: A Wounded Warrior and the Service Dog Who Saved Him, by Jason Morgan and Damien Lewis

Finally Out: Letting Go of Living Straight, by Loren A. Olson

Goodbye, Things: The New Japanese Minimalism, by Fumio Sasaki

A History of the United States in Five Crashes: Stock Market Meltdowns That Defined a Nation, by Scott Nations

It Takes One to Tango: How I Rescued My Marriage with (Almost) No Help from My Spouse—and How You Can, Too, by Winifred M. Reilly

It Won’t Be Easy: An Exceedingly Honest (and Slightly Unprofessional) Love Letter to Teaching, by Tom Rademacher

Law & Disorder: The Chaotic Birth of the NYPD, by Bruce Chadwick

Love & Money: Protecting Yourself from Angry Exes, Wacky Relatives, Con Artists, and Inner Demons, by Ann-Margaret Carrozza

Making It: Why Manufacturing Still Matters, by Louis Uchitelle

The Origins of Cool in Postwar America, by Joel Dinerstein


The Scholl Case: The Deadly End of a Marriage, by Anja Reich-Osang

Sleepless Nights and Kisses for Breakfast: Reflection on Fatherhood, by Matteo Bussola

The Spider Network: The Wild Story of a Math Genius, a Gang of Backstabbing Bankers, and One of the Greatest Scams in Financial History, by David Enrich

Teach like Finland: 33 Simple Strategies for Joyful Classrooms, by Timothy D. Walker

A Teacher’s Inside Advice to Parents: How Children Thrive with Leadership, Love, Laughter, and Learning, by Robert Ward

Upstream: Searching for Wild Salmon, from River to Table, by Langdon Cook

Business

Beyond the Label: Women, Leadership, and Success on Our Own Terms, by Maureen Chiquet


The Golden Passport: Harvard Business School, the Limits of Capitalism, and the Moral Future of the MBA Elite, by Duff McDonald
Good People, Bad Managers: How Work Culture Corrupts Good Intentions, by Samuel A. Culbert
Loan Sharks: The Birth of Predatory Lending, by Charles R. Geisst

Science

Aliens: The World's Leading Scientists on the Search for Extraterrestrial Life, by Jim Al-Khalili
Bad Choices: How Algorithms Can Help You Think Smarter and Live Happier, by Ali Almossawi

⭐ Being a Dog: Following the Dog into a World of Smell
By Alexandra Horowitz

"In this exploration of the canine nose, Horowitz explores the smelly world dogs live in, and, in the process, also learns a lot about humans' nasal abilities." read more→

Raptor: A Journey through Birds, by James Macdonald Lockhart
Spirit of the Horse: A Celebration in Fact and Fable, by William Shatner and Jeff Rovin
Witness Tree: Seasons of Change with a Century-Old Oak, by Lynda V. Mapes

Child Care

Being There: Why Prioritizing Motherhood in the First Three Years Matters, by Erica Komisar
Knights in Training: Ten Principles for Raising Honorable, Courageous, and Compassionate Boys, by Heather Haupt
Raising Cooperative Kids: Proven Practices for a Connected, Happy Family, by Marion Forgatch

Health & Medicine

Head Strong: The Bulletproof Plan to Activate Untapped Brain Energy to Work Smarter, by Dave Asprey

Cookery

The 40-Year-Old Vegan: 75 Recipes to Make You Leaner, Cleaner, and Greener in the Second Half
Six Seasons: A New Way with Vegetables
By Joshua McFadden and Martha Holmberg

"For the serious farmer/gardener and the dedicated farmers-market shopper, McFadden's debut cookbook is an invaluable resource for all things veggie." read more→

The South’s Best Butts: Pitmaster Secrets for Southern Barbecue Perfection, by Matt Moore
Vegan Mexico: Soul-Satisfying Regional Recipes from Tamales to Tostadas, by Jason Wyrick
Veganize It! Easy DIY Recipes for a Plant-Based Kitchen, by Robin Robertson
Will It Skillet? 53 Irresistible and Unexpected Recipes to Make in a Cast-Iron Skillet, by Daniel Shumski
YumUniverse Pantry to Plate: Improvise Meals You Love—from What You Have!, by Heather Crosby
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The Arts

Charlton Heston: Hollywood’s Last Icon, by Marc Eliot
Dig If You Will the Picture: Funk, Sex, God, & Genius in the Music of Prince, by Ben Greenman
Gone: A Girl, a Violin, a Life Unstrung, by Min Kym
Sex Pistols: Poison in the Machine, by John Scanlan
Welcome to Your World: How the Built Environment Shapes Our Lives, by Sarah Williams
Goldhagen

Sports & Recreation
Sisterhood of the Squared Circle: The History and Rise of Women's Wrestling, by Pat Laprade and Dan Murphy

Literature

City Gate, Open Up
By Bei Dao

"Like memories, Bei Dao's narrative isn't linear or exact, but rather recalls momentary snippets and extended interludes flowing effortlessly between time and experiences." read more→

The Dictionary of the Book: A Glossary for Book Collectors, Booksellers, Librarians, and Others, by Sidney E. Berger
A Girl Walks into a Book: What the Brontes Taught Me about Life, Love, and Women's Work, by Miranda K. Pennington
Let It Bleed: How to Write a Rockin' Memoir, by Pamela Des Barres
Mid-Life Ex-Wife: A Diary of Divorce, Online Dating, and Second Chances, by Stella Grey
Mockingbird Songs: My Friendship with Harper Lee, by Wayne Flynt
More Than Everything: My Voyage with the Gods of Love, by Beatrix Ost
The Story Cure: A Book Doctor's Pain-Free Guide to Finishing Your Novel or Memoir, by Dinty W. Moore

Poetry

The Paraclete Poetry Anthology: New and Selected Poems, by Mark S. Burrows
Patient Zero, by Tomas Q. Morin

⭐ Scald
By Denise Duhamel

"Always thoughtful, no matter how antic the incidents she depicts in a poem, Duhamel turns philosophically inquisitive in Scald, and she, once a prosy, projective-verse practitioner, adopts poetic forms to suit the nature of her questioning." read more→

Geography & Travel

A Land without Borders: My Journey around East Jerusalem and the West Bank, by Nir Baram
The Outer Beach: A Thousand-Mile Walk on Cape Cod's Atlantic Shore, by Robert Finch
The Best Land under Heaven: The Donner Party in the Age of Manifest Destiny, by Michael Wallis

The Destruction of Hillary Clinton, by Susan Bordo

The Fate of the West: The Battle to Save the World's Most Successful Political Idea, by Bill Emmott

The Ragged Edge: A U.S. Marine's Account of Leading the Iraqi Army Fifth Battalion, by Michael Zacchea

Scars of Independence: America's Violent Birth, by Holger Hoock

So High a Blood: The Story of Margaret Douglas, the Tudor That Time Forgot, by Morgan Ring

Adult — Fiction

General Fiction

Allie and Bea, by Catherine Ryan Hyde

The Almost Sisters, by Joshilyn Jackson

Among the Lesser Gods, by Margo Cats

The Boy in the Earth
By Fuminori Nakamura

"Nakamura is known for the dark nihilism of his fiction, but in this contemplation of whether even the most damaged of lives can be saved, there is a final ray of hope."

read more→

The End of Temperance Dare, by Wendy Webb

The Lake and the Lost Girl, by Jacquelyn Vincenta

Lonesome Lies before Us, by Don Lee

The Matrimonial Flirtations of Emma Kaulfield, by Anna Fishbeyn

Never Too Late, by Carmen Rita

The Promise Girls, by Marie Bostwick

Scarborough
By Catherine Hernandez

"Although meant to provide extra help to students who need it, the center functions more as a community hub where overworked parents and underfed children find camaraderie and food without judgment."

read more→

The Songs, by Charles Elton

Sympathy, by Olivia Sudjic

Underground Fugue, by Margot Singer

Where You Live, by Andrew Roe
You Were Here, by Gian Sardar

Crime Fiction

Little Boy Lost, by J. D. Trafford

Milena; or, The Most Beautiful Femur in the World, by Jorge Zepeda Patterson

Historical Fiction

Crimson Harvest, by Phil Dunlap

The Half Wives, by Stacia Pelletier

The Hidden Thread, by Liz Trenow

Marianna’s Knight: The Legend of Henry Fountain, by W. Michael Farmer

The Moment of Truth, by Damian McNicholl

Moriah, by Daniel Mills

Stranded, by Matthew P. Mayo

The Romance Reader’s Guide to Life, by Sharon Pywell

Under a Sardinian Sky
By Sara Alexander

"Readers who enjoy Adriana Trigiani's historical Italian family sagas will adore Alexander’s debut." read more→

War Cry, by Wilbur Smith and David Churchill

Romance

Blaze, by Donna Grant

Firestorm
By Donna Grant

"Dimitri swore off human women, instead preferring fae lovers, but headstrong Faith, who is surprisingly protective of the dragon skeleton, has him questioning that decision." read more→

Hard-Hearted Highlander, by Julia London

The Most Dangerous Duke in London, by Madeline Hunter

My Kind of You, by Tracy Brogan

Never Trust a Pirate, by Valerie Bowman

Nothing like a Duke, by Jane Ashford

A Piece of My Heart, by Sharon Sala
"Nancy is one of those children who found a magic door, but to prove that she's worthy of staying forever in the Underworld, she is sent back—where her parents desperately enroll her in Eleanor West's Home for Wayward Children."  read more→
★ **Jughead, v. 2**
By Chip Zdarsky and Ryan North and illustrated by Derek Charm

"As enchanting as Sabrina's spells and as gratifying as Pop's burgers, this installment about the turmoil of teenagerdom explores the best of Spindlesnoot, both his wry jokes and latent fears."  

**The Mighty Zodiac, v.1: Starfall**, by J. Torres and illustrated by Corin Howell

**Poe Dameron, v.1: Black Squadron**, by Charles Soule and illustrated by Phil Noto

**Soccer Switch**, by Jake Maddox and Brandon Terrell and illustrated by Aburtov

**Youth Nonfiction**

**Feelings & Behavior**

**Stuff That Sucks: A Teen's Guide to Accepting What You Can't Change and Committing to What You Can**, by Ben Sedley

**Religion**

**Buddhism**, by Harriet Brundle

**Social Science**

**Far Apart, Close in Heart: Being a Family When a Loved One Is Incarcerated**, by Becky Birtha and illustrated by Maja Kastelic

**What a Waste! Where Does Garbage Go?**, by Claire Eamer and illustrated by Bambi Edlund

**What's the Big Deal about Freedom**, by Ruby Shamir and illustrated by Matt Faulkner

**Science**

**Ants Rule: The Long and Short of It**, written and illustrated by Bob Barner

**The Egg**, written and illustrated by Britta Teckentrup

**If You Were the Moon**, by Laura Purdie Salas and illustrated by Jaime King

**Let's Estimate: A Book about Estimating and Rounding Numbers**, by David A. Adler and illustrated by Edward Miller

**Marie Curie**
By Isabel Sánchez Vegara and illustrated by Frau Isa

"The pleasant, two-dimensional images nicely bring to life the diligent workings of a brilliant scientist."  

**Marie Curie for Kids: Her Life and Scientific Discoveries, with 21 Activities and Experiments**, by Amy M. O'Quinn
There's a Bug on My Book!, written and illustrated John Himmelman
The Wolves Return, by written and illustrated by Celia Godkin
Woodland and Forest, by Jamie Ambrose and illustrated by Abby Cook

Arts
Fascinating: The Life of Leonard Nimoy, by Richard Michelson and illustrated by Edel Rodriguez
We Are the Dinosaurs, by Laurie Berkner and illustrated by Ben Clanton

Folklore & Fairy Tales
The Elephant's Garden, written and illustrated by Jane Ray

Health & Medicine

Crafts & Hobbies
The Big Book of Bible Stories to Make, by Fiona Hayes and illustrated by Tom Connell
Handprint Animals, written and illustrated by Henu Mehtani

Sports & Recreation
One Is Not a Pair: A Spotting Book, written and illustrated by Britta Teckentrup

Poetry
All Aboard the London Bus, by Patricia Toht and illustrated by Sam Usher

Geography, Travel, & Culture
A Book of Bridges: Here to There and Me to You, by Cheryl Keely and illustrated by Celia Krampien
Ultimate Explorer Guide: Explore, Discover, and Create Your Own Adventures with Real National Geographic Explorers as Your Guides, by Nancy Honovich

History
Fred Korematsu Speaks Up
By Laura Atkins and Stan Yogi and illustrated by Yutaka Houlee

"The layout is stellar, utilizing a multimedia approach that includes photographs from the camps, family portraits, illustrations and letters from prisoners, and government documents."  
read more→

Kate Warne: Pinkerton Detective, by Patricia Toht and illustrated by Sam Usher

Youth Fiction
General Fiction
And Then Comes Summer, by Tom Brenner and illustrated by Jaime Kim
And We're Off, by Dana Schwartz
Argyle Fox, written and illustrated by Marie Letourneau
Bad Guy, by Hannah Barnaby and illustrated by Mike Yamada
Baking with Dad, written and illustrated by Aurora Cacciapuoti
The Best Medicine, by Christine Hamill
The Blue Hour, written and illustrated by Isabelle Simler
Bon Voyage, written and illustrated by Anna Alter
Boris and the Worrisome Wakies, by Helen Lester and illustrated by Lynn Munsinger
Brobot Bedtime, by Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen and illustrated by Scott Campbell

Bunnybear
By Andrea J. Loney and illustrated by Carmen Saldaña

"While there are many stories of mixed-up animals, this offers an assuring message of individuality: 'You just look one way on the outside and feel another way on the inside. That's okay,' Bunnybear tells Grizzlybun."
read more→

Charlotte the Scientist Is Squished, by Camille Andros and illustrated by Brianne Farley
Chicken in School, by Adam Lehrhaupt and illustrated by Shahar Kober
Cody and the Rules of Life, by Tricia Springstubb and illustrated by Eliza Wheeler
Daisy Dreamer and the Totally True Imaginary Friend, by Holly Anna and illustrated by Genevieve Santos
The Dance of the Violin, by Kathy Stinson and illustrated by Dušan Petričić
Dark Shadows: Yes, Another Misadventure, by Doreen Cronin and illustrated by Stephen Gilpin
Dead Little Mean Girl, by Eva Darrows
Delivery, written and illustrated by Aaron Meshon
Dingus, by Andrew Larsen
A Dog Like Daisy, by Kristin O'Donnell Tubb
Double Take! A New Look at Opposites, by Susan Hood and illustrated by Jay Fleck
Escape from Funland, by Bill Doyle and illustrated by Jack Colin
Even Monsters Need to Sleep, by Lisa Wheeler and illustrated by Chris Van Dusen
Firefighter Duckies!, written and illustrated by Frank W. Dormer
Flash the Fish, written and illustrated by Paul Kor
Fly!, written and illustrated by Xavier Deneux
Frankie, written and illustrated by Mary Sullivan
A Funny Thing Happened at the Museum, by Davide Cali and illustrated by Benjamin Chaud
Goodwin the Goat, written and illustrated by Don Freeman
The High Note, by Harmony Jones
How to Raise a Mom, by Jean Reagan and illustrated by Lee Wildish
Ice Cream Summer, by Megan Atwood and illustrated by Natalie Andrewson
**My Fantástica Family**
By Jacqueline Jules and illustrated by Kim Smith

"Jules tells an endearing story of the Martínez family, who are shown taking trips to the beach, creating time capsules, and going to the store for school supplies."  
read more→

---

**My Kicks: A Sneaker Story!** by Susan Verde and illustrated by Katie Kath

**My Little Fox**, written and illustrated by Rick Chrustowski

**Old MacDonald's Things That Go**, by Jane Clarke and illustrated by Migy Blanco

**One Good Thing about America**, by Ruth Freeman and illustrated by Kathrin Honesta

**One Happy Tiger**, written and illustrated by Catherine Rayner

**One Hundred Sausages**, written and illustrated by Yuval Zommer

**Outside Shot**, by Fred Bowen

**Paddington's Day Off**, by Michael Bond and illustrated by R. W. Alley

**The Pages between Us: In the Spotlight**, by Lindsey Leavitt and Robin Mellom

**Phoebe Sounds It Out**, by Julie Zwillich and illustrated by Denise Holmes

**Pop Girl**, by Tallia Storm

**The Principal's Underwear Is Missing**, written and illustrated by Holly Kowitt

**Questions Asked**, by Jostein Gaarder and illustrated by Akin Düzakin

**Revenge of the Green Banana**, by Jim Murphy

**Say Hello, Sophie!**, written and illustrated by Rosemary Wells

**The Sea Lion**, by Cynthia Rylant and illustrated by Preston McDaniels

**Seeking Mansfield**, by Kate Watson

**Seven Rules You Absolutely Must Not Break If You Want to Survive the Cafeteria**, by John Grandits and illustrated by Michael Allen Austin

**Shine!**, by Patrick McDonnell and illustrated by Naoko Stoop

**Snail & Worm Again**, written and illustrated by Tina Kügler

**Snowbirds**, by Crissa-Jean Chappell

**Spot the Difference: Animals**, by Violet Peto and illustrated by Victoria Palastanga

**Stealing Our Way Home**, by Cecilia Galante
Stranger Than Fanfiction, by Chris Colfer
The Summer of Bad Ideas, by Kiera Stewart
That Thing We Call a Heart, by Sheba Karim
Tig Ripley: Hard Rock, by Ginger Rue

Tisha B'Av: A Jerusalem Journey
By Allison Ofanansky and illustrated by Eliyahu Alpern

"Overall an upbeat explanation of a solemn day, this fills a missing niche and will be welcomed in religious collections."

Topsy Turvy World: Animals, by Wes Magee and illustrated by Tracey Tucker
Touch the Earth, by Julian Lennon and Bart Davis and illustrated by Smiljana Coh
Trains Don't Sleep, by Andria Warmflash Rosenbaum and illustrated by Deirdre Gill
We're All Wonders, written and illustrated by R. J. Palacio
Wet, written and illustrated by Carey Sookocheff
What I Lost, by Alexandra Ballard
Wonderful You: An Adoption Story, by Lauren McLaughlin and illustrated by Meilo So
Worthy, by Donna Cooner

Yaffa and Fatima: Shalom, Salaam
By Fawzia Gilani-Williams and illustrated by Chiara Fedele

"When hard times come, they worry about the other's welfare, and when they realize that each has been secretly sharing with the other, they are grateful for their friendship."

Action/Adventure

The Edge of the Abyss, by Emily Skrutskie
Thief's Cunning, by Sarah Ahiers
Wicked's Way, by Anna Fienberg
Will Wilder: The Lost Staff of Wonders, by Raymond Arroyo and illustrated by Jeff Nentrup

Historical Fiction

City of Grit and Gold, by Maud Macrory Powell
Evangelina Takes Flight, by Diana J. Noble
Jasper and the Riddle of Riley's Mine, by Caroline Starr Rose
Leo, Dog of the Sea, by Alison Hart and illustrated by Michael G. Montgomery
Maud: A Novel Inspired by the Life of L. M. Montgomery, by Melanie J. Fishbane
Silent, by David Mellon
Tutti's Promise, by K. Heidi Fishman

Romance
My Fairy Godmother Is a Drag Queen
By David Clawson

"Because Clawson has lots of clever, inventive fun with fairytale conventions, so do his readers." read more→

Perfect Ten, by L. Philips
Rebels like Us, by Liz Reinhardt
Refuge for Masterminds, by Kathleen Baldwin

SF/Fantasy
Aleca Zamm Is a Wonder, by Ginger Rue

The Black Witch
By Laurie Forest

"Forest uses a richly imagined magical world to offer an uncompromising condemnation of prejudice and injustice, while maintaining comfortably predictable romances in a fast-paced school setting." read more→

The Charming Life of Izzy Malone, by Jenny Lundquist
Dream Magic, by Joshua Khan and illustrated by Ben Hibon
Ella and Owen: The Cave of Aaaah! Doom!, by Jaden Kent and illustrated by Iryna Bodnaruk
The Evaporation of Sofi Snow, by Mary Weber
The Extraordinary Journeys of Clockwork Charlie : The Giant's Seat, by Dave Butler
Freedom's Slave, by Heather Demetrios
The Golem of Prague, by Irène Cohen-Janca and illustrated by Maurizio A. C. Quarello
Hamster Princess: Giant Trouble, written and illustrated by Ursula Vernon
Hamstersaurus Rex vs. Squirrel Kong, by Tom O'Donnell and illustrated by Tim Miller
King's Cage, by Victoria Aveyard
Legendtopia: The Shadow Queen, by Lee Bacon
Louie Lets Loose!, by Rachel Hamilton and illustrated by Oscar Armelle
A Million Worlds with You, by Claudia Gray
Momotaro: Xander and the Dream Thief, by Margaret Dilloway and illustrated by Choong Yoon
Obsidian and Stars, by Julie Eshbaugh
Princess DisGrace: The Dragon Dance, by Lou Kuenzler and illustrated by Kimberley Scott
The Sacrifice of Sunshine Girl, by Paige McKenzie and Nancy Ohlin
Siren Sisters, by Dana Langer
Starfall, by Melissa Landers
Super Slug of Doom: A Super Happy Magic Forest Story, written and illustrated by Matty Long

The Thicket: The Last Spell, by J. A. White and illustrated by Andrea Offermann

Windwitch, by Susan Dennard

Scary Stories

Night Magic, by Jenna Black

Audio

Adult

Clownfish Blues, by Tim Dorsey and read by Oliver Wyman

The Other Einstein, by Marie Benedict and read by Mozhan Marno

🌟 Out of Bounds
By Val McDermid and read by Kathleen McCarron

"But Pirie's voice dominates, and McCarron's lovely lilt, darkened sometimes by a burr, reflects her moods, especially her rather prickly persona." read more→

Settle for More, written and read by Megyn Kelly

🌟 The Turn of the Screw
By Henry James and read by Emma Thompson

"It's the little things that impress: her skill reading dialogue so that it flows as smoothly as it would in life and her matching of narration to the cadence of the tale so that every pause, every sigh, every rapid spilling of words is exactly what the text calls for." read more→

🌟 The Turn of the Screw
By Henry James and read by Simon Prebble

"Few narrators can portray the English aristocrat with as much aplomb and entitlement as Prebble does setting up the tale, and listeners readily succumb to the frisson of unease he creates." read more→

Youth

Bound by Blood and Sand, by Becky Allen and read by January LaVoy

Caraval, by Stephanie Garber and read by Rebecca Soler

A Crack in the Sea, written by H. M. Bouwman and read by Bahni Turpin

Our Chemical Hearts, by Krystal Sutherland and read by Robbie Daymond

Unbound, by Ann E. Burg and read by Bahni Turpin

The Warden's Daughter, by Jerry Spinelli and read by Carrington MacDuffie
The Watch That Ends the Night: Voices from the Titanic
By Alan Wolf and read by Michael Page

"The accompanying sound effects, especially the relentless telegraphic tapping, add to the authenticity as listeners are led through events from the initial sailing to the sinking and rescue, with interludes from the official undertaker underlining the tragic end." read more→
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